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Abstract—In this paper, an exact bitwise MAP (Maximum
A Posteriori) estimation algorithm for group testing problems
is presented. We assume a simplest non-adaptive group test-
ing scenario including N -objects with binary status and M -
disjunctive tests. If a group contains a positive object, the test
result for the group is assumed to be one; otherwise, the test
result becomes zero. Our inference problem is to evaluate the
posterior probabilities of the objects from the observation of M -
test results and from our knowledge on the prior probabilities
for objects. If the size of each group is bounded by a constant, a
naive inference algorithm requires O(N2N )-time for computing
the posterior probabilities for objects. Our algorithm runs with
O(N22M )-time, which is exponentially faster than the naive
inference algorithm under a common situation with M << N .
The heart of the algorithm is the dual expression of the posterior
values. The derivation of the dual expression can be naturally
described based on a holographic transformation to the normal
factor graph (NFG) representing the inference problem. In order
to handle OR constraints in the NFG, we introduce a novel
holographic transformation that converts an OR function to a
function similar to an EQUAL function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphical models, such as factor graphs and normal factor
graphs [4] [9], can provide a concise description of the
probabilistic assumption of an inference problem and they
are indispensable for analyzing message passing inference
algorithms such as BP (Belief Propagation). For example,
the relationship between “codes and graphs” is one of key
concepts of modern coding theory.
Al-Bashabsheh and Mao [1] recently shed a new light to
normal factor graphs. They clearly showed that holographic
transformations to normal factor graphs are versatile tools for
deriving non-trivial identities on the partition function of a nor-
mal factor graph [5]. A holographic transformation is a local
graphical transformation that preserves the partition function.
It should be remarked that the holographic transformation has
been used in many research fields. The prominent example is
the class of holographic algorithms invented by Valiant [14].
He showed that several combinatorial enumeration problems
defined on planer graphs can be transformed into perfect
matching problems via appropriate holographic transforma-
tions. Such a planar perfect matching problem is solvable in
polynomial time. Another example is duality theorems [4] [5]
[10] for codes defined on graphs.
The main contribution of this paper is a non-trivial expres-
sion, that is called dual expression, of the posterior values for
a non-adaptive group testing problem. The derivation is based
on a holographic transformation to the normal factor graph
representing a group testing inference problem. The derivation
process has similarities to the proof of MacWilliams identity
[5] and a bitwise MAP decoding algorithm by Hartmann and
Rudolph [6] for binary linear codes. However, in our case,
we cannot rely on the standard Fourier (i.e., Hadamard) trans-
formation because we need to treat OR constraints instead of
even parity constraints. A local linear transformation matched
to OR constraints plays a key role for the following discussion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Inference on group testing problems
The research of group testing started from the celebrated
work by Dorfman [2] and has been extensively studied [3].
We here suppose the following simplest setting for a non-
adaptive group testing. Assume that we have N -objects and
some groups of these objects. Each object can take value 1
(positive) or 0 (negative) according to the prior probability
for each object. A test can be applied for each predetermined
group. The result of a test is positive if the group contains
a positive object; otherwise the test result becomes negative.
Our inference problem is to evaluate the posterior probabilities
for objects from M -disjunctive test results and from our
knowledge on the prior probabilities. Development of fast
inference algorithms evaluating posterior probabilities (or their
estimates) is an active area of research; for example, see
approximate inference algorithms based on BP [8] [13].
B. Problem setup
Let Sj(j ∈ [1, N ]) be a binary (zero or one) independent
random variable representing the state of the i-th object (i.e.,
negative or positive). The notation [a, b] represents consecutive
integers from a to b. The vector of the random variables
S
△
= (S1, . . . , SN ) is thus distributed according to the joint
distribution:
PS(s1, . . . , sN ) =
N∏
j=1
PSj (sj), (1)
where (s1, . . . , sN) ∈ {0, 1}N . We suppose that an in-
ference algorithm perfectly knows these prior probabilities
PSj (sj). Assume that an undirected bipartite graph G
△
=
(V1, V2, E), called a pooling graph, is given where V1
△
=
{v
(1)
1 , v
(1)
2 , . . . , v
(1)
N } and V2
△
= {v
(2)
1 , v
(2)
2 , . . . , v
(2)
M } are sets
of vertices, and E is the set of edges connecting a vertex in
V1 and a vertex in V2, namely E ⊂ {(v(2)i , v
(1)
j ) ∈ V2 × V1}.
The set σ(i) is defined by
σ(i)
△
= {j ∈ [1, N ] | (v
(2)
i , v
(1)
j ) ∈ E} (2)
for i ∈ [1,M ]. The Boolean function OR : {0, 1}r → {0, 1}
is just the logical OR function with r-inputs defined as
OR(x1, . . . , xr) = I[∃k ∈ [1, r], xk = 1].
The indicator function I[condition] takes the value one if the
condition is true; otherwise it takes the value zero.
A binary random variable Ti(i ∈ [1,M ]) representing a test
result is defined by Ti = OR(Sk|k∈σ(i)), i ∈ [1,M ], where
the notation xk |k∈{i1,...,ik} represents a sequence of variables
xi1 , . . . , xik . The vector composed from Ti(i ∈ [1,M ]) is
denoted by T △= (T1, . . . , TM ). It is evident that there is one-
to-one correspondence between Sj and v(1)j ∈ V1 and also
between Ti and v(2)i ∈ V2. The index set σ(i) represents a
group corresponding to the i-th test result.
Assume that we observed t △= (t1, t2, . . . , tM ) ∈ {0, 1}M
as a realization of T. Our goal is to evaluate the log posterior
probability ratio defined by
Rℓ
△
= log(PSℓ|T(1|t)/PSℓ|T(0|t)), ℓ ∈ [1, N ].
The probability PSℓ|T(b|t)(b ∈ {0, 1}) is the posterior proba-
bility on ℓ-th object. From Rℓ, we can obtain an estimate vec-
tor sˆ
△
= (sˆ1, . . . , sˆN ) defined by sˆℓ
△
= I[Rℓ ≥ 0](ℓ ∈ [1, N ])
where this estimation rule can be seen as the bitwise MAP
estimation rule. It may be reasonable to consider the bitwise
MAP estimation for this group testing problem because bit-
wise MAP estimation minimizes the bitwise estimation error
probability. By using Bayes’ theorem, the posterior probability
can be rewritten as
PSℓ|T(b|t) =
1
Z
∑
s1,...,sN
PT|S(t|s)PS(s)I[sℓ = b], (3)
where Z is just a normalization constant and s = (s1, . . . , sN).
As a simplified notation, if the domain of the variable is
missing in a summation, all the possible values in the domain
is taken to evaluate the sum. As in many similar bitwise
MAP estimation problems, naive evaluation according to (3)
requires exponential time with the number of variables N to
marginalize all the variables s1, . . . , sN ; namely computation
time is O(N2N ) if the maximum size of σ(i) is bounded by a
constant. This prohibitive time complexity is the high burden
to exploit the bitwise MAP estimation on this problem.
C. Shrinking pooling graph
Although it is still exponential time, the exponent of com-
putation time can be greatly reduced if we are aware of the
following simple fact.
Lemma 1 (Node elimination): If ti = 0, then we have
Rk = −∞ for any k ∈ σ(i).
Proof: If ti = 0, then Sk should be 0 for any k ∈ σ(i)
because of the relation Ti = OR(Sk|k∈σ(i)). This means that
PSk|T(0|t) is exactly one.
In other words, the lemma states that all the objects in the
group σ(i) have the value zero only if i-th test result ti is
zero. This trivial but useful lemma can significantly reduce
the problem size if the number of negative objects are small.
Therefore, it might be better to redefine the reduced size
problem for a given observation vector t = (t1, . . . , tN ) as
follows. Let G∗ △= (V ∗1 , V ∗2 , E∗) be the induced subgraph of
G where the vertices of V ∗1 and V ∗2 are given by
V ∗1
△
= V1\

 ⋃
i∈[1,M ]:ti=0
{v
(1)
k ∈ V1 | k ∈ σ(i)}

 , (4)
V ∗2
△
= {v
(2)
i ∈ V2 | ti = 1}. (5)
In other words, we can exclude the groups whose test result
is zero in V2 and its incident nodes in V1 for evaluating the
posterior probabilities. For the following analysis, it would be
convenient to rename the vertices in V ∗1 and V ∗2 as
V ∗1 = {v
(1)
k1
, . . . , v
(1)
kn
} = {z
(1)
1 , . . . , z
(1)
n }, (6)
V ∗2 = {v
(1)
l1
, . . . , v
(1)
lm
} = {z
(2)
1 , . . . , z
(2)
m } (7)
and E∗ ⊂ {(z(2)i , z
(1)
j ) ∈ V
∗
2 × V
∗
1 }. The random variable
corresponding to z(1)j and z
(2)
i are denoted by Xj(j ∈ [1, n])
and Yi(i ∈ [1,m]), respectively.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of a pair G and G∗. The
original pooling graph is depicted in Fig. 1(a). In this case,
we have the test result t = (1, 1, 0) which defines the induced
subgraph G∗ illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. Definition of G and G∗
As in the cases of S,T, we introduce similar notation such
as Y = (Y1, . . . , Ym), X = (X1, . . . , Xn). In this problem
setting, our goal can be recast as the evaluation of the log pos-
terior probability ratio rℓ
△
= log(PXℓ|Y(1|1)/PXℓ|Y(0|1)), ℓ ∈
[1, n] for given G∗. The symbol 1 represents the vector that
all its components are ones.
D. Sum-product form of posterior probabilities
In this subsection, we will rewrite the posterior probabilities
in sum-product form which is the foundation of the following
discussion.
As in the derivation of (3), the posterior probabilities
PXℓ|Y(b|1) can be expressed as
PXℓ|Y(b|1) =
1
Z ′
∑
x1,...,xn
PY|X(1|x)PX(x)I[xℓ = b]
=
1
Z ′
∑
x1,...,xn
(
m∏
i=1
OR(xk|k∈α(i))
)
×

 n∏
j=1
PXj (xj)

 I[xℓ = b] (8)
for b ∈ {0, 1}, ℓ ∈ [1, n] and x = (x1, . . . , xn). The symbol
Z ′ represents a normalization constant which is independent
of the value of b. Note that the two sets, α(i)(i ∈ [1,m]) and
β(j)(j ∈ [1, n]), are defined by
α(i)
△
= {j ∈ [1, n] | (z
(2)
i , z
(1)
j ) ∈ E
∗}, (9)
β(j)
△
= {i ∈ [1,m] | (z
(2)
i , z
(1)
j ) ∈ E
∗}, (10)
respectively.
For the following argument, it is useful to define the quantity
a(b)(ℓ)(b ∈ {0, 1}, ℓ ∈ [1, n]) by
a(b)(ℓ)
△
=
∑
x1,...,xn
(
m∏
i=1
OR(xk|k∈α(i))
)
×

 n∏
j=1
PXj (xj)

 I[xℓ = b], (11)
that is called a posterior value. By using these posterior values,
the log posterior probability ratio rℓ can be evaluated by taking
the ratio between the posterior values for zero and one:
rℓ = log(a
(1)(ℓ)/a(0)(ℓ)).
We will further decompose a(b)(ℓ) in (11) into a finer sum-
product form which will be more suitable for a normal factor
graph representation to be described in the next section. As
building blocks of the finer representation, we here introduce
EQ, and φ(ℓ,b)i functions as follows. The Boolean equality
function EQ : {0, 1}r → {0, 1} with r-inputs is defined by
EQ(x1, . . . , xr)
△
= I[x1 = x2 = · · · = xr].
The weight function φ(ℓ,b)j : {0, 1} → R(j ∈ [1, n], ℓ ∈
[1, n], b ∈ {0, 1}) is given by
φ
(ℓ,b)
j (x)
△
=
{
PXj (x), j 6= ℓ
PXj (x)I[x = b], j = ℓ.
(12)
By using these set of functions, a(b)(ℓ) can be represented as
a(b)(ℓ) =
∑
u1,...,un
∑
Γ
(
m∏
i=1
OR(xi,k|k∈α(i))
)
×

 n∏
j=1
EQ(xk,j |k∈β(j), uj)φ
(ℓ,b)
j (uj)

 , (13)
where Γ is the set of new binary variables defined as
Γ
△
= {xi,j | i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n], (z
(2)
i , z
(1)
j ) ∈ E
∗}
and u1, . . . , un are also binary variables.
III. NORMAL FACTOR GRAPH AND HOLOGRAPHIC
TRANSFORMATION
A. Dual expression of posterior value
The main contribution of this paper is the next theorem
which gives another expression of the posterior value a(b)(ℓ).
It will be the foundation of a novel MAP algorithm described
later.
Theorem 1 (Dual Expression): The posterior value a(b)(ℓ)
can be expressed as
a(b)(ℓ)
=
∑
w1,...,wm
(
m∏
i=1
(−1)wi(#α(i)+1)
)
 n∏
j=1
∆
(ℓ,b)
j (wk|k∈β(j))

 ,
where ℓ ∈ [1, n], b ∈ {0, 1} and variables w1, . . . , wm are
binary variables. The notation #α(i) represents the cardinality
of α(i). The function ∆(ℓ,b)j : {0, 1}r → R(ℓ ∈ [1, n], b ∈
{0, 1}) is defined by
∆
(ℓ,b)
j (y1, . . . , yr)
△
=
{
1, y1 = · · · = yr = 0
(−1)
∑r
k=1 ykPXj (0), otherwise.(14)
if j 6= ℓ. If j = ℓ, then ∆(ℓ,b)j (y1, . . . , yr) is defined as
∆
(ℓ,b)
j (y1, . . . , yr)
△
=
{
PXj (b), y1 = · · · = yr = 0
(−1)
∑
r
k=1 ykPXj (0)I[b = 0], otherwise.(15)
In the expression of the posterior value (13), the indicator
variables u1, . . . , un corresponding to EQ nodes take all
the possible binary n-tuples in the summation. On the other
hand, in the expression of posterior values in Theorem 1, the
indicator variables w1, . . . , wm appeared in the summation
correspond to OR nodes. We therefore call this expression
the dual expression.
The proof of this theorem heavily relies on a holographic
transformation to the normal factor graph of the posterior value
a(b)(ℓ). In the next section, we will discuss an appropriate
holographic transformation to derive the dual expression.
B. Normal factor graph
The normal factor graph (NFG) is a graphical representation
of a function composed from a product of many functions.
The precise definition of the NFG can be found in [9] [1]
but we here introduce a simplified definition enough for this
paper. The NFG of a sum-product form is an undirected graph
with vertices corresponding to factor functions and edges
corresponding to the variables. The NFG of the posterior value
(13), denoted by G∗, is defined as follows. For each factor of
(13) such as
OR(xi,k |k∈α(i)), EQ(xk,j |k∈β(j), uj), φ
(ℓ,b)
j (uj),
a factor node is associated. In the following, we do not strictly
distinguish a factor function from the corresponding factor
node if there are no fear of confusion. In a similar way, the
variables in (13) such as xi,j ∈ Γ and u1, . . . , un are assigned
to edges. The rule for the edge connections is simple; if and
only if a variable xi,j (resp. ui) is an argument of a factor
function f , the edge xi,j (resp. ui) is connected to the factor
node f . In other words, if and only if f depends on xi,j
(resp. ui), the factor node f connects to the edge xi,j (resp.
ui). According to the semantics for NFGs introduced by Al-
Bashabsheh and Mao [1], all the edge variables are assumed
to be marginalized.
Figure 2 illustrates the NFG for the posterior value in (13).
We will refer the factor nodes corresponding to the OR (resp.
EQ) function as OR (resp. EQ) nodes.
EQ
OR
· · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
u1 u2 un
φ
(ℓ,b)
1 φ
(ℓ,b)
2
φ(ℓ,b)n
xi,j
Fig. 2. Normal factor graph for the posterior value
C. Holographic transformation
In our context, an NFG corresponds to a posterior value in
sum-product form. A holographic transformation is a trans-
formation of an NFG that preserves the marginal generating
function. In the following discussion, we will insert a pair of
dual factor nodes into each edge connecting an OR node and
an EQ node (i.e., xi,j ). The pair of factor nodes is carefully
designed not to change the posterior value.
Figure 3 is our blueprint that shows how we will proceed
in this subsection. In Fig.3 (Left), for each edge xi,j , a pair of
dual nodes, θ and η, is inserted. These function nodes θ and
η are designed to satisfy the duality condition described later.
Due to the duality condition on θ and η, the posterior value of
this transformed NFG is the same as that of the original NFG.
By grouping an EQ node and η nodes connected to it, a new
factor node ∆(ℓ,b)j is created (Fig.3 (Right)). In a similar way,
combining an OR node and its incident θ-nodes, we obtain a
new factor nodes that is called a skewed EQ (SEQ) function. It
should be emphasized that SEQ function has almost the same
truth table as that of EQ function. This fact is important to
reduce the computational complexity to evaluate the posterior
values.
In the following subsections, we will follow this blueprint
and present details of dual factor nodes and new factor nodes.
These will be the basis of the proof of Theorem 1.
EQ
OR
· · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
θ
η
· · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
θ
η
SEQ
φ
(ℓ,b)
j ∆
(ℓ,b)
j
Fig. 3. Holographic transformation for NFG of posterior values
D. Dual factor nodes
Let us define θ : {0, 1}2 → {−1, 0,+1} by
θ(i, j)
△
=


0, (i, j) = (0, 0)
−1, (i, j) = (0, 1)
1, (i, j) = (1, 0)
1, (i, j) = (1, 1),
(16)
and η : {0, 1}2 → {−1, 0,+1} by
η(i, j)
△
=


1, (i, j) = (0, 0)
1, (i, j) = (0, 1)
−1, (i, j) = (1, 0)
0, (i, j) = (1, 1).
(17)
It is trivial to check that these two functions θ and η satisfies
the duality condition∑
y∈{0,1}
θ(x, y)η(y, w) = EQ(x,w). (18)
This condition guarantees that the posterior values of the NFG
are unchanged if we inserted these function nodes into an edge
corresponding to xi,j in Fig.2 [1]. This is because a pair of
function nodes is equivalent to an EQ function which does not
affect the consequence of the marginalization.
The next lemma tells that a sum-product form of an OR
function and θ functions produces an SEQ function.
Lemma 2 (SEQ function): For any (y1, . . . , yr) ∈ {0, 1}r,
the following equality
∑
x1,x2,...,xr
OR(x1, . . . , xr)
r∏
i=1
θ(xi, yi)
= (−1)y1(r+1)EQ(y1, . . . , yr) (19)
holds.
Proof: From the definition of θ, the right-hand side of (19)
can be evaluated as∑
x1,x2,...,xr
OR(x1, . . . , xr)
r∏
i=1
θ(xi, yi)
=
[
((1, 1)⊗r − (1, 0)⊗r)
(
0 −1
1 1
)⊗r]
y1,...,yr
=
[
(1, 0)⊗r − (0,−1)⊗r
]
y1,...,yr
. (20)
Note that A⊗r represents the tensor power (Kronecker power)
of a matrix A. The row vector (1, 1)⊗r − (1, 0)⊗r rep-
resents the truth table of OR function as a row vector.
The notation [v]a1,...,ar denotes the b-th component of row
(or column) vector v where b = a1 + 21a2 + · · · +
2r−1ar. If r is odd, then the right-hand side of (20) equals
[(1, 0)⊗r + (0, 1)⊗r]y1,...,yr . In this case, the claim of the
lemma holds because [(1, 0)⊗r + (0, 1)⊗r]y1,...,yr is the truth
table of EQ function. If r is even, the right-hand side of (20)
becomes [(1, 0)⊗r − (0, 1)⊗r]y1,...,yr , which is equivalent to
the right-hand side of (19).
It can be seen that only simple tensor calculations are
required to show the main claim of this lemma. The right-hand
side of (19), (−1)y1(r+1)EQ(y1, . . . , yr), is referred to as the
skewed EQ function that is denoted by SEQ(y1, . . . , yr).
The next lemma plays an crucial role for grouping factor
nodes around an EQ node.
Lemma 3 (Delta function): The function ∆(ℓ,b)j (y1, . . . , yr)
can be expressed as
∆
(ℓ,b)
j (y1, . . . , yr) =
∑
u
∑
w1,...,wr
EQ(u,w1, . . . , wr)
× φ
(ℓ,b)
j (u)
(
r∏
k=1
η(yk, wk)
)
(21)
for any (y1, . . . , yr) ∈ {0, 1}r, j ∈ [1, n], ℓ ∈ [1, n], b ∈
{0, 1}.
Proof: The truth table of EQ function of (r + 1)-inputs is
given by the column vector(
1
0
)⊗(r+1)
+
(
0
1
)⊗(r+1)
.
From the definition of the function η, we have the following
tensor expression:
∑
w1,...,wr
EQ(u,w1, . . . , wr)
(
r∏
k=1
η(yk, wk)
)
=
[(
1
−1
)⊗r
⊗
(
1
0
)
+
(
1
0
)⊗r
⊗
(
0
1
)]
u,y1,...,yr
.
We here define D(ℓ,b)j (y1, . . . , yr) as D
(ℓ,b)
j (y1, . . . , yr)
△
=∑
u
∑
w1,...,wr
EQ(u,w1, . . . , wr)φ
(ℓ,b)
j (u) (
∏r
k=1 η(yk, wk)) .
From the definition of φ(ℓ,b)j (s), if j 6= ℓ, we have
D
(ℓ,b)
j (y1, . . . , yr) =
{
1, y1 = · · · = yr = 0
(−1)
∑r
k=1 ykPXj (0), otherwise.(22)
Otherwise (i.e., j = ℓ), the equality
D
(ℓ,b)
j (y1, . . . , yr) =
{
PXj (b), y1 = y2 = · · · = yr = 0
(−1)
∑
r
k=1 ykPXj (0)I[b = 0], otherwise.(23)
is obtained. It is clear that ∆(ℓ,b)j = D
(ℓ,b)
j holds.
E. Proof of Theorem 1
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. As described
in Subsection III-C, the NFG illustrated in Fig. 3 (Left)
corresponds to the original posterior value due to the duality
condition on θ and η. By Lemmas 2 and 3, the posterior value
a(b)(ℓ) can be rewritten as
a(b)(ℓ) =
∑
Γ′
(
m∏
i=1
(−1)yi,k∗(i)(#α(i)+1)EQ(yi,k|k∈α(i))
)
×

 n∏
j=1
∆
(ℓ,b)
j (yk,j |k∈β(j))

 , (24)
where Γ′ is a set of variables defined by
Γ′
△
= {yi,j | i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n], (z
(2)
i , z
(1)
j ) ∈ E
∗}
and k∗(i) △= min{k | k ∈ α(i)}. Note that the expression
(24) follows the new factor node grouping described in Fig. 3
(Right). In the non-vanishing summand of (24), EQ function
enforces that yi,k|k∈α(i) takes the same value for any i. In
other words, all the edges emitted from a skewed EQ factor
node should take the same value if the product in (24) is not
zero. This observation leads to the claim of Theorem 1.
F. Numerical example
The next example presents how this dual expression works.
Assume that n = 3,m = 2 and the pooling graph
defined by α(1) = {1, 2}, α(2) = {2, 3} (See. Fig. 4).
The prior probabilities of objects are given as PXj (0) =
0.9, PXj (1) = 0.1(j ∈ [1, 3]). Table I shows the prior prob-
abilities PX(x1, x2, x3) =
∏3
i=1 PXi(xi) and the indicator
values I[OR(x1, x2) = 1]I[OR(x3, x3) = 1]. We here focus
on the case where ℓ = 2. From Table I, It is straightforward
to evaluate the posterior values as
a(0)(2) = 0.009,
a(1)(2) = 0.081 + 0.009 + 0.009 + 0.001 = 0.1.
From the definition of ∆(ℓ,b)j , we obtain the following Delta
X1 X2 X3
OR OR
Fig. 4. Example of pooling graph
functions:
∆
(2,b)
1 (y) = ∆
(2,b)
3 (y) =
{
1, y = 0
−0.9, y = 1
∆
(2,0)
2 (y1, y2) =
{
0.9, y1 = y2 = 0
0.9× (−1)y1+y2 otherwise
∆
(2,1)
2 (y1, y2) =
{
0.1, y1 = y2 = 0
0, otherwise.
Table II presents the values of Delta function product for given
y1 and y2, and the value of σ(y1, y2) defined by σ(y1, y2) =
TABLE I
PRIOR PROBABILITIES AND INDICATOR VALUE
x1 x2 x3 PX Indicator value
0 0 0 0.729 0
0 0 1 0.081 0
0 1 0 0.081 1
0 1 1 0.009 1
1 0 0 0.081 0
1 0 1 0.009 1
1 1 0 0.009 1
1 1 1 0.001 1
(−1)y1+y2 . Due to Theorem 1, the posterior values a(0)(2)
and a(1)(2) can be obtained as
a(0)(2) =
∑
y1,y2
σ(y1, y2)∆
(2,0)
1 ∆
(2,0)
2 ∆
(2,0)
3
= 0.9− 0.81− 0.81 + 0.729 = 0.009 (25)
a(1)(2) =
∑
y1,y2
σ(y1, y2)∆
(2,1)
1 ∆
(2,1)
2 ∆
(2,1)
3
= 0.1. (26)
These values are exactly same as the values obtained from
Table I.
TABLE II
VALUES OF THE DELTA FUNCTION PRODUCT
y1 y2 ∆
(2,0)
1 ∆
(2,0)
2 ∆
(2,0)
3 ∆
(2,1)
1 ∆
(2,1)
2 ∆
(2,1)
3 σ
0 0 1× 0.9× 1 1× 0.1× 1 +1
0 1 1× (−0.9)× (−0.9) 1× 0× (−0.9) -1
1 0 (−0.9) × (−0.9) × 1 (−0.9) × 0× 1 -1
1 1 (−0.9) × 0.9× (−0.9) (−0.9)× 0× (−0.9) +1
IV. BITWISE MAP ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
From engineering point of view, the primal advantage of
Theorem 1 is that it provides an efficient bitwise MAP
estimation algorithm. If the degrees of a node in a pooling
graph is bounded by a constant, exhaustive evaluation of
posterior values based on Theorem 1 requires O(n22m)-time
(a simple implementation trick can reduce this time complexity
down to O(n2m)). If m < n, this bitwise MAP algorithm
achieves exponential speedup compared with a naive bitwise
MAP algorithm based on (11) with time complexity O(n2n).
In a typical use of a non-adaptive group testing, the number
of tests is much smaller than the number of objects; i.e.,
M << N . This implies that a situation satisfying m < n
is fairly common.
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